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Abstract: Sensor and communication development has led to the development of new types of applications. Classic database data storage becomes inadequate when data streams arrive from multiple sensors. Then, data querying and result presentation are not efficient. The desired results are obtained with a delay, and the database is filled with a large amount of unnecessary data. To adequately support the above applications, Data Stream Management System (DSMS) applications are needed. DSMSs provide real-time data stream processing. In this paper, a client-server system is presented with DSMS realized on the Java WebDSMS application server side. WebDSMS functionalities are tested with simulated data and in real-life usage.
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1 Introduction

With the development of rapid sensor technology, wireless communications, and mobile positioning technology, there has been a significant increase in the amount of data to be acquired, processed, and visualized. Data from sensors come in the form of continuous Data Streams (DSs). It is necessary to obtain useful information for system users from incoming data streams in real time without client activity. Applications that deal with continuous data streams are becoming increasingly important in environmental monitoring, surveillance, tracking, telecommunications, and plant maintenance. These application functionalities need to be provided with Data Stream Management System (DSMS) support. Moreover, in many of these applications, there is a need to ask questions that require stored historical data to be compared and combined with real-time streaming data, which makes decision-making very complex. This is called Complex Event Processing (CEP). Existing database management systems (DBMSs) store data for later querying according to the client’s activity. Unlike DBMS, DSMS analyses incoming data arriving as continuous streams of data in real-time to select data of interest for permanent storage in a database and live data presentation to a client. In DBMS, data are passive and clients are
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active, while in DSMS, data are active while clients are passive. This means that without client activity, only important data will be presented. For widespread usage, DSMS applications should be Web based. Since DSMSs have to analyse large amounts of data with great accuracy, it is necessary to test their functionalities before real-world usage. In this paper, one Web-based DSMS (WebDSMS) is tested with a Web-based data stream simulator (DSSimulator). DSSimulator produces controlled data so the functionality of WebDSMS can be verified. The amount of data and number of simulated clients can be changed in order to test WebDSMS in different scenarios.

2 Existing DSMSs

There are several DSMS projects which offer different functionalities: the Aurora, Borealis, STREAM, Cougar, TelegraphCQ, Infosphere streams, Microsoft StreamInsight, and Esper projects.

Aurora [1] was the first DSMS and was developed through the cooperation of Brown, Brandis, and MIT University. The primary goal of the Aurora project was to build a single infrastructure that could efficiently and seamlessly meet the requirements of applications. It addresses three broad application types in a single, unique framework:

- **Real-time monitoring applications**, 
- **Archival applications**, 
- **Spanning applications**, which involve both present and past data.

It contains built-in support for eight primitive operations for expressing its stream processing. Among these are the Window, Slide, Tumble, Latch, and Resample operations. In 2005, Aurora was replaced by the Borealis project.

Borealis [2, 3] is a distributed multi-processor version of Aurora. Each Borealis node constitutes a single processing engine and executes a portion of the data flow network. Nodes execute a collection of operators called boxes. Because of its distributed architecture, a significant part of the project presents an algorithm for the distribution of jobs between nodes. Communication between Borealis nodes is carried out using XML. The network topology is dynamic, since XML-based messages can update the node catalogue to add or remove filter boxes. The Borealis project is no longer an active research project: the last release dates from summer 2008 and runs on Linux x86-based computers.

The STREAM project [4, 5], developed at Stanford University, attempts to provide complete DBMS functionality along with support for continuous queries over streaming data. The STREAM project reinvestigated data management and query processing in the presence of multiple, continuous, rapid, time-varying data streams. CQL (Continuous Query Language), which
implies the abstract semantics, is designed. The abstract semantics is based on two data types: streams and relations. Syntactically, CQL is a relatively minor extension to SQL. It offers Stream-to-Relation and Relation-to-Stream Operators. Since 2006, the STREAMS project is no longer in development.

The main idea of Cougar [6] is to work with small-scale sensors, actuators, and embedded systems and to transform them into a computing platform. Existing sensor networks assume that the sensors are preprogrammed and send data to a central node where the data are aggregated and stored for offline querying and analysis. Since the computing power of sensor nodes is growing, the Cougar project distributes queries to nodes and as a result only the desired data arrive in the central node. The biggest challenge is in query management and distribution through nodes. As a result, Sensoria Node and Mica Mote [7] were developed to execute queries over sensor nodes and to collect the desired measured parameters. The Cougar project is currently supported by two National Science Foundation Grants.

Telegraph [8] is a research project in UC Berkley’s Computer Science Division. Its main goals are adaptive dataflow and querying streaming data from sensors. TelegraphCQ is the latest version of Telegraph. It allows querying of real-time and historical data thanks to parallelized operators. Offers querying flexibility based on the periodic reports by the CQL query language. Continuous data are indexed with the FastBit index system with the SQL interface. It works with an append-only dataset and as a result compressed bitmap indices are created for faster querying.

IBM® InfoSphere® [9] Streams is an advanced analytic platform that allows user-developed applications to quickly, analyse and correlate information as it arrives from thousands of real-time sources. A key differentiator for InfoSphere Streams is its distributed runtime platform, clustered for near limitless capability. It can be scaled from a single server to an unlimited number of nodes to process millions of events per second with microsecond latency. It offers geospatial querying.

Microsoft StreamInsight™ [10] is a powerful platform for developing and deploying CEP applications. It analyses and correlates data incrementally while the data are in-flight, without first storing them with very low latency. Developers can write their CEP applications using Microsoft’s .NET languages such as Visual C#, leveraging the advanced language platform LINQ (Language Integrated Query) as an embedded query language. StreamInsight can be deployed in applications as a library or as a standalone server.

Esper [11, 12] is a component for CEP and event series analysis, available for Java as Esper and for .NET as NEsper. Esper and Event Processing Language (EPL) provide a highly scalable big data processing engine for historical data or live stream data. Esper is open source project and is provided
as a jar file. Functionalities defined in the jar file can be integrated in a Java application by importing the required libraries into the application’s lib folder.

3 WebDSMS Java Web Application

As a demonstration, a WebDSMS Java Web application is developed with DSMS support. It is presented in Fig. 1 and developed in Model View Controller (MVC) architecture. The model consists of Java classes (Java bean) and database access object (DAO) classes. The data presentation is realized in the form of Java Server Pages (JSP) with Google Maps GIS support included.

The main part of WebDSMS is the controller part, which is realized as a Java servlet since it can be accessed through the URL address. The servlet URL address is an interface to WebDSMS functionalities to anyone around the world that provides data in the required data format.

This architecture is suitable for a client-server system with WebDSMS as a server part. The basic client-server system is presented in [13]. There are two types of clients (Web clients and sensor data sources, i.e. smart phones). Since WebDSMS has servlet-based interfaces, sensor data sources need to provide the required URL request format. For this purpose an Android client application is developed. It use five servlets, shown in Fig. 1, in WebDSMS as interfaces with server part functionalities. As a demonstration of client-server communication URL format, the request and response data format for ServletSnimiMerenje is

![WebDSMS architecture diagram]

**Fig. 1 – WebDSMS architecture.**
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presented in Fig. 2. The request URL format is shown at the top of Fig. 2. It consists of idK (client identification), opis (textual description or sensor values), longitude, and latitude. Accepted parameter values are analysed by DSMS functionalities.

In the basic client-system version [13], all arriving data (important and not important) are stored in the MySql database for client querying. Data on client activity are presented without real-time event detection. For real-time event detection, DSMS functionalities are realized in ServletSnimiMerenje. Real-time event detection is done by real-time data querying. Only events of interest (data) are stored in the database and presented by Google Maps. The DSMS algorithm is presented on Fig. 3. The WebDSMS functionalities depend on user interests.

![Fig. 2 - ServletSnimiMerenje interaction.](image)

![Fig. 3 – DSMS algorithm.](image)
User set up referent parameter values through user interface for desired complex events real time monitoring. Set up parameters are user personalized (each user adjust its on parameters) and need to be accessible from ServletSnimiMerenje. That is why parameters are saved in HttpSession attribute userParameters. The WebDSMS is realized to accept correctly formatted requests from any sensors client. Sensors client produce data streams with periodic sensor sampling values. Data streams are processed with queries set up by the WebDSMS client according to the user interest. For demonstration these functionalities are realized:

- boolean \textit{manjeRastojanje}(retLat, refLon, lat, lon, refDistance) – check distance between arriving coordinates (lat, lon) and referent coordinates (refLat, refLon) set up by the WebDSMS client is lower than refDistance.

- boolean \textit{vecaVrednost}(refVrednost, vrednost) – check if value (vrednost) which arrived through URL request parameter “opis” (Fig. 2) is higher than referent threshold value (refVrednost), set up by the WebDSMS client.

In this WebDSMS version, client can set up to monitor sensors within set up distance or with sensor value higher than the \textit{refVrednost} in real time. For this UserRefData Java bean class shown below is created.

```java
public class UserRefData{
    private int userId;
    private double refLat;
    private double refLon;
    private double refDistance;
    private double refVrednost;
    private int query;  // query type

    // constructor for manjeRastojanje query instance
    public UserRefData(int userId, double refLat, double refLon, double refDistance)
    {
        ..
    }

    // constructor for vecaVrednost query instance
    public UserRefData(int userId, double refVrednost) {
    ..
    }
}
```

This class has two types of constructors to create UserRefData class instance according to the client interests in real time monitoring. Next code shows adding UserRefData class instance to HttpSession object \textit{userSession} as \textit{userParameters} attribute of ArrayList\textless userRefData\textgreater type.
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```java
ArrayList<UserRefData> urdList = new ArrayList<UserRefData>();
UserRefData urd = new UserRefData(3, 30);
    urdList.add(urd);
HttpSession userSession = request.getSession();
    userSession.setAttribute("userParameters", urdList);
```

In *ServletSnimiMerenje* set up queries from HttpSession attribute `userParameters` are executed over arriving data. The data with true queries return value are stored to database with information about query (query = 1 or query = 2) which returned true result. This information is necessary for real time sensors display in `manjeRastojanje` query satellite view (Fig. 4a.) or `vecaVrednost` query map view (Fig. 4b.). The false query return data are rejected. Client can turn queries on and off and change query parameters values in real time. If all queries are turned off (urdList size = 0) than all arriving sensor data will be rejected.

Main problem for every DSMS is higher calculation over arriving data. If the sensor client nodes are able to do the processing (smart phones), data processing can be distributed to them. Only desired values would arrive to WebDSMS which would reduce server data processing. This is possible if the correlation between deferent sensor nodes in CEP is not necessary.

This WebDSMS realization is possible to upgrade according to user interests. New methods (functionalities) can be added. As a result more CEP could be done and more complex events could be detected.

4 WebDSMS usage

The realized client-server system has a wide range of uses with functionality of storing relevant data on a database and real-time events presentation to clients. In this paper, real and simulated uses are presented.

As real usage, Android clients are set up to send their location and moving speed every second. In WebDSMS, `manjeRastojanje` query is turned on to detect clients’ events with a distance of less than 5 km from Cacak city centre. Real-time presentation is shown in Fig. 4a. The `vecaVrednost` query is set up to detect clients’ events with `opis` parameter values higher than 30. The real-time presentation is shown in Fig. 4b.

As simulated usage, DSSimulator is developed. It can generate a large amount of the data in a controlled scenario, which is important for testing DSMS functionalities. If collection of the data which arrive at the DSMS system is known, the result can be calculated in advance, and the result can be compared with the result produced by simulation for validation of the functionalities of DSMS. DSSimulator is developed as a Java Web application whose architecture and algorithm are presented in Fig. 5.
Fig. 4 – Query results data presentation: (a) manjeRastojanje query satellite view (b) vecaVrednost query map view.

Fig. 5 – DSSimulator architecture and algorithm.

Fig. 6 – DSSimulator parameter initialization form.
DSSimulator is developed in Java using MVC architecture. From the Web browser, the client sets up the initialization parameters for simulation. The main functionalities are achieved by the controller part of the application in ServletDSSimulator. According to client demand, simulation data can be selected from a database or randomly generated. One data row contains the userid, timestamp, longitude, latitude, and speed. After that, the URL request is created and sent to the predefined URL address of ServletSnimiMerenje in the WebDSMS application. The entire process is repeated until the simulation ends.

DSSimulator initialization parameters are presented in Fig. 6.

The client can set up idK range values (UserIdStart, UserIdEnd), time start and end values (TimeStart, TimeEnd), a data limit per client (Limit), and a sleep interval time between streams (SamplePeriod). For the data accuracy monitoring, a range of 200 users is set with 10 iterations and a location limit of 1000 location data. Each iteration is followed by a sleep period of 10 seconds for reviewing the detection of events. This means that DSSimulator sends up to 1000 requests per second to WebDSMS and then waits 10 seconds. This sequence is repeated until the end-time parameter is reached. Since a large amount of data arrive at WebDSMS, every request is logged in the server and shown in the console by its ID. Requests created by DSSimulator are logged as “DSSimulator LOG: request id” and requests received at WebDSMS are logged as “WebDSMS LOG: location parameters”. A detected event that satisfies the statement conditions is also logged on the server and console in full data format as “Event detected: event”. Part of the logged data with detected events are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Logged data, detected event.
As a result, only detected events are inserted into the database and data of no interest are discarded. Inside WebDSMS, two counters are implemented to count the number of arriving events and events of interest. In this demonstration, only 2% of data are events of interest. This produces a memory saving of 98% but increases the processing hardware dependencies. Regarding this, the greatest benefit is live event detection. Google Maps content changes without client activity, providing efficient functionalities in live visual monitoring.

![GIS presentation of detected vecaVrednost events.](image)

Events detected for a *vecaVrednost(50)* query are presented in Fig. 8. The client can see all the event data by clicking on a marker. By analysing the logged data, WebDSMS functionalities are proven.

## 5 Conclusion

DSMS applications provide advanced functionalities. Real-time CEP is most important. Since DSMSs analyse a large amount of data, it is necessary to test the results they provide. After successful testing, WebDSMS can be used in the real world for analysing a large amount of data arriving from sensor network nodes. Since it is Web-based, every device with Internet connectivity can produce data for stream analysis if it creates a valid URL request. Smart phones can be used as data providers and complex events can be detected.
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